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Abstract

Electronic classroom response systems (CRSs) have been in use in large college lectures for over three decades. Such systems are designed to provide instructors and students with immediate statistical analyses of student electronic responses to multiple-choice questions posed to the class by the instructor. The technique known as peer instruction uses a CRS to tabulate student responses after students have had an opportunity to discuss ideas with seat partners. In this study, we investigate recorded peer CRS conversations collected in two introductory astronomy courses over two semesters. Findings suggest that when instructors adopt a high-stakes grading incentive that assigns little credit for incorrect CRS responses rather than providing forums for the spontaneous exploration of nascent ideas, conversations tend to become dominated by a single partner as students attempt to earn maximum credit for a correct answer. We also present a comparison of two methods for studying conversation bias in peer instruction discourse that could be valuable to other researchers interested in studying peer discourse.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic classroom response systems (CRSs) have been in use in large college lectures for over three decades (Bruff 2007). Such systems are designed to provide instructors and students with immediate statistical analyses of student electronic responses to multiple-choice questions posed to the class by the instructor. Instructors may choose to include student CRS scores in their overall course grading scheme, and they have the option to adjust a grading incentive within the CRS grade book, which assigns 0–100% credit for incorrect responses to reward class participation.
In the cooperative learning technique known as peer instruction, learners are provided time to discuss ideas with seat partners before registering individual CRS responses (Mazur 1991). Much research has been done to study the impact of peer instruction on student learning and engagement (Beatty et al. 2006; Cortright, Collins, & DiCarlo 2005; Meltzer & Manivannan 2002). Some authors have encouraged the inclusion of CRS scores as part of student assessment to motivate participation (Duncan 2006; Len 2007). However, little research has been done on how different assessment strategies for the inclusion of CRS scores influence the type of student discourse that occurs in the technique.

In this study, we build on a previous study’s findings (James 2006) that indicate that the assessment practices of instructors who use the peer instruction technique have a significant impact on the quality of peer discourse that occurs as a part of the technique. In our current study, we provide further support for this finding, comparing discourse data between two identical classes taught by the same instructor who used contrasting assessment strategies. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of a much simpler method for analyzing peer discourse that would be of interest to other researchers seeking to study peer discourse.

2. DESIGN/METHODS

2.1 Sample and Design

Our study was conducted over two semesters. In the first semester, two astronomy professors teaching large-enrollment introductory astronomy classes were recruited to use CRS to implement peer instruction in their classes. Each instructor was assigned a graduate assistant whose duties were to operate the CRS system on a daily basis and collect data for use in this study. Both instructors implemented the peer instruction technique using the same procedure; that is, they conducted a minimum of three CRS question sessions each class period and provided time for students to discuss ideas prior to entering individual electronic responses. Instructors created their own respective CRS questions for use in peer instruction.

Data on student discourse that occurred in response to CRS questions were collected during class periods near the beginning, middle, and end of each course. In the first semester, a random sample of 28 participants from Instructor A’s class and 24 participants from Instructor B’s class used audio recorders to tape their CRS conversations during these class periods. Additional data were collected from a random sample of 32 participants from Instructor A’s second-semester class. Demographics for all three classes were similar and are provided in Table 1.
The two instructors in this study initially had differing philosophies regarding how CRS scores were to be included in students’ overall course grades. In Semester 1 of this study, Instructor A adopted a high-stakes approach in which the grading scheme motivated students to answer CRS questions correctly. Accordingly, incorrect responses earned only one third the credit earned by a correct response, and a student’s overall CRS score counted for 12.5% of the overall course grade. In contrast, Instructor B adopted a low-stakes approach in Semester 1 in which student CRS scores were computed solely based on degree of participation. In this approach, a student’s overall CRS score counted for 20% of overall course grade, and incorrect responses earned as much credit as correct responses.

In Semester 2, Instructor A changed to a low-stakes grading approach in which incorrect CRS responses earned 90% of the credit that a correct response would earn. The percent of overall course grade for CRS scores remained unchanged at 12.5%. The peer instruction technique administered in Instructor A’s second-semester class was identical to that used in Semester 1. Semester 2 CRS questions used by Instructor A were also identical to those used in Semester 1.

### 2.2 Measuring Discourse Bias: Two Complementary Techniques

Discourse bias here is defined as the difference between the fractional contributions to a conversation between partners. If, for example, a conversing pair had one partner contributing 80%, the other partner’s contribution score would then be 20%, and the pair’s discourse bias would be 60%. This quantity was used to reflect the relative balance between partners that existed in a conversation transcript.

Discourse bias was measured using two techniques. The first technique involved categorizing the content uttered by talking partners during their recorded CRS conversations. Each idea (or utterance) was coded according to 10 categories adapted from Kaartinen and Kumpulainen’s (2002) techniques for discourse analysis: restating question elements; stating answer preference; providing justification for way of thinking; posing a question or idea for consideration; articulating a new question that emerged from conversation not directly related to correctness of original question; stating agreement with partner’s idea;
rephrasing partner’s idea; stating disagreement with partner’s idea; asking for clarification regarding other partner’s idea; and expressing uncertainty. This technique was very time consuming and required careful training of coders to achieve a high interrater reliability correlation of $r = 0.922$. This content-based technique was initially implemented in the hope that the analyses of transcripts would reveal correlations between various idea codings and CRS question types. Analyses, however, did not reveal significant correlations between question type and idea categories. The limitations of this approach are discussed next.

A second technique to determine discourse bias adopted in the present study involved investigating the relative amount of student talk produced by each conversation partner during a peer instruction question session. In linguistic research, amount of talk has been studied using a variety of measures (James & Drakich 1993), including total number of words (McFayden 1997), amount of time spent talking, number of turns, and average number of words per turn (Edelsky 1993). Total number of words is perhaps the most reliable and easily replicable of these measures. Accordingly, in the present study, amount of talk was operationalized as the total number of words produced by a student during a peer discussion. The amount of talk of individual students in peer instruction sessions was captured using an specially designed computer program (see Note 1) that, by identifying speaker turn codes, splits original transcripts into separate transcripts for each individual speaker participating in peer discussion. Once individual transcripts were generated for individual students’ talk, the number of words included in these "new" individual transcripts was counted using an additional computer program (see Note 2).

### 2.3 Measuring Partner Consensus in CRS Question Responses

Student responses to CRS questions were electronically recorded and saved in each instructor’s respective class database. At the end of the study, partner responses during recorded sessions were compiled, and the frequency of disagreement between partners was tallied.

### 3. FINDINGS

#### 3.1 The Influence of Grading Incentive on Peer Discourse

As shown in Table 2, the word counting technique yielded similar bias scores to the idea coding technique, with a high overall correlation between the two techniques of determining discourse bias with $r = 0.856$. Further, biases calculated using the word counting technique tended to be somewhat higher than idea code tabulations. This may possibly result from the fact that different idea codes are often expressed in widely discrepant numbers of words. For example, it typically takes many more words to generate an idea code for "providing justification" than it does to "state agreement," but each idea code generates the same weight in the overall tabulation of idea count.
Table 2. Discourse Bias and Partner Question Disagreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructor, Semester, Grading</th>
<th>Discourse Bias (Idea Count Technique)</th>
<th>Discourse Bias (Word Count Technique)</th>
<th>Partner Question Response Disagreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructor A, Semester 1, High-Stakes</td>
<td>33.2% (SD = 30.1%)</td>
<td>39.8% (SD = 30.7%)</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor A, Semester 2, Low-Stakes</td>
<td>19.5% (SD = 15.4)</td>
<td>26.6% (SD = 19.2%)</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor B, Semester 1, Low-Stakes</td>
<td>14.6% (SD = 10.7%)</td>
<td>21.5% (SD = 15.4%)</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results suggest that the assessment practices of instructors have a significant impact on the peer discourse that occurred as a part of the technique. As shown in Table 2, when the high-stakes instructor changed her assessment strategy to a low-stakes approach in the second semester, discourse bias measurements became significantly lower in contrast to her previous semester, with mean bias dropping from 33.2% to 19.5%, with $F(1,58) = 5.268$, $p = 0.025$, based on the idea count technique. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) calculations using statistics obtained from the word count technique yielded similar results, with mean bias dropping from 39.8% to 26.6%, with $F(1,58) = 4.220$, $p = 0.044$. Discourse bias scores in the two low-stakes classrooms taught by different instructors were statistically indistinguishable. These findings suggest that when instructors adopt a low-stakes grading strategy for CRS, peer discourse becomes more balanced between partners.

The frequency of partner CRS question responses that reflected disagreement increased significantly when the high-stakes instructor adopted a low-stakes grading strategy in the second semester, with mean partner disagreement increasing from 7.6% to 17.1%, with $F(1,195) = 4.065$, $p = 0.045$. Partner disagreement in the other low-stakes classroom was also very high. These findings suggest that when instructors adopt a low-stakes grading strategy for CRS, peer discourse becomes less focused on the identification of correct responses, and students are more likely to register CRS responses that reflect their own ideas. It follows that question response statistics displayed by a CRS system after each question in a high-stakes classroom may exaggerate the degree of understanding that actually exists because partners tend to answer with the response identified by the more confident partner. Therefore, the ability of an instructor to make accurate pedagogical decisions based on student response feedback is obstructed when using a high-stakes grading approach. The significant difference between the levels of partner question response disagreement in the two low-stakes classrooms taught by different instructors may be a result of individual differences in instructor question-writing style.
3.2 Limitations

Pedagogical interventions by both instructors during peer dialogues confounded the researcher’s ability to determine clear statistical correlations between question types and measures of student discourse. During CRS peer dialogues, both instructors monitored nearby student conversations and sometimes interrupted the peer discussions to provide additional details, clarifications, or points for consideration. Although these pedagogical interventions were certainly laudable, they challenged the researcher’s ability to categorize particular questions because additional information was sometimes added verbally during class. Additionally, both instructors limited discussion session times based on the number of students entering electronic responses, sometimes prematurely truncating recorded student conversations.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The assessment practices of instructors using the peer instruction technique for large-enrollment college science courses have a significant impact on the peer discourse that occurs in response to this technique. Findings suggest that conversations in high-stakes classrooms tend to become dominated by a single partner as students attempt to earn maximum credit for a correct answer. Further, our findings suggest that talking partners in high-stakes classrooms are more likely to provide identical CRS responses compared with partners in low-stakes classrooms. This suggests that question response statistics in low-stakes classrooms may be more representative of the degree of understanding that actually exists in a class. And finally, the word count technique provided similar results to the idea count technique for measuring discourse bias and therefore provides future researchers with a much simpler way to reliably measure conversation contribution.

NOTES

Note 1: We are grateful to Camilla Vasquez for allowing permission to use the "Camilla Speaker Splitter" program.

Note 2: MonoConc Pro is a powerful text searching program commonly used in the field of linguistics. It is available at [http://www.athel.com/mono.html#monopro](http://www.athel.com/mono.html#monopro).
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